Bleeders

Bad money turns unforgettably murderous in the twenty-seventh novel of the long-running,
award-winning Nameless Detective series. A simple case of blackmail gets lethally
complicated when Nameless, Bill Pronzinis seasoned private-eye, exposes a nasty scam that
involves junior accounts executive Jay Cohalan, his unhappy wife, and a mistress with a
serious drug problem. Its the kind of case Nameless likes, because bleedersâ€”the
blackmailers, extortionists, small-time grifters, and other opportunists who prey on the weak
and gullibleâ€”sit near the top of his most-worthless-human-beings list. So he contemplates
with pleasure the prospect of putting another one or two of these parasites out of commission,
and then returning the $75,000 in cash to its rightful owner. Nameless discovers, though, that
he is not going to be able so easily to close his Cohalan fileâ€”not when he finds his client face
down in the middle of a four-poster bed with a bloody, powder-scorched hole behind the right
ear. And only by a hairs breadth does Nameless himself escape a similar fate. Aggrieved, cut
to the psychological quick by his close brush with death, Nameless embarks on a relentless
hunt for his unknown assailant in San Franciscos shadowy underworld. There he encounters
bleeders of every ilkâ€”like the loan shark Nick Kinsella, drug dealer Jackie Spoons,
punch-drunk boxer Zeke Mayjack, and crankhead Charlie Brightâ€”before he tracks down his
quarry. At a deserted backcountry road stop Nameless, packing his long-unused .38, attends to
the last of a bad business and, in a climax as powerful as it is unexpected, finally confronts his
own demons. He maybe even conquers them.
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Bleeder definition is - one that bleeds; especially: hemophiliac. How to use bleeder in a
sentence. I had no idea April was a bleeder when I fingered her at the movies last night. She's
so cute, I thought someone would have popped her cherry by now. If I had . 1 Oct - 2 min Uploaded by LoveExposure hungrydads.com A man with an unknown disease travels to an.
bleeder (plural bleeders). A person who is easily made to bleed, or who bleeds in unusually
large amounts, particularly a hemophiliac. (surgery) A blood vessel. Bleeder definition: a
despicable person Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. bleeder definition: a
person you feel annoyed with or sorry for. Learn more. Bleeders is a very interesting B-Movie.
It seems to be universally hated, but I found it to be a quite high-quality affair. The acting was
all fine in.
Bleeder definition, a person who bleeds abnormally because of low clotting rate; hemophiliac.
See more. Define bleeder. bleeder synonyms, bleeder pronunciation, bleeder translation,
English dictionary definition of bleeder. n. 1. A person, such as a hemophiliac.
Looking for online definition of Bleeders in the Medical Dictionary? Bleeders explanation
free. What is Bleeders? Meaning of Bleeders medical term. What does. HFA recently asked
John Bruno a few questions about his involvement in the community and his fundraising
efforts like, Beards for Bleeders.
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Definition of bleeder - a person regarded with contempt or pity, a person who bleeds easily,
especially a haemophiliac., a ground ball hit that barely pas. The family that breeds together
bleeds together. Bleeders is the name for a bizarre family banished from their homeland for
incest and hedonism over years. transformative and always changing. physically and
metaphorically. blood as a holder of memories, connections to. ancestors, bleeding as act of
releasing and.
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